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  QUESTION 41You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2008 instance with a database named DB1.DB1 has two filegroups: one

is a filegroup named History that contains historical data stored in the G: volume; the other is the PRIMARY filegroup that contains

the On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) data stored in the F: volume. The backup strategy of DB1 has three requirements: -

first, the History filegroup should be backed up at the end of each working day; - second, the PRIMARY filegroup should be backed

up five times a day; - third, the transaction log should be backed up every quarter. You get a report at 13:00 saying that the volume

which contains the History filegroup fails.As the technical support, you have to restore the database, and you must reduce the data

loss to the least as soon as possible.What should you do? A.    You should restore the most recent backup of the History filegroup.B. 

  You should restore the most recent backup of the History filegroup. Restore all the transaction log backups after the most recent

backup of the History filegroupC.    You should backup the transaction log. Then restore the most recent backup of the PRIMARY 

filegroup and restore the most recent backup of the History filegroup. After the most recentbackup of the History filegroup, restore

all the transaction log backupsD.    You should backup the transaction log. Then restore the most recent backup of the History 

filegroup and restore all the transaction log backups after the most recent backup of the History filegroup. Answer: D QUESTION

42You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2008 instance. Your company CIO assigns you a task. You have to check the

performance of the SQL Server 2008 instance. You have to find out which common language runtime (CLR) queries takes the

longest-running time. Which dynamic management view should you choose to use? A.    sys.dm_os_wait_statsB.   

sys.dm_exec_requestsC.    sys.dm_exec_sessionsD.    sys.dm_exec_query_stats Answer: D QUESTION 43You are a database

developer for your company. You are developing a sales report for a given time period. The report must list all sales representatives

and their position based on their total sales for the period. If two sales representatives had the same total sales, they should be

assigned the same position. A sample output is shown in the following display. You need to create the report to fulfill the

requirements. Which operator should you use?  

  A.    RANKB.    DENSE_RANKC.    NTILED.    ROW_NUMBER Answer: A QUESTION 44You are the administrator of a SQL

Server 2008 instance which hosts several applications in your company. A job named DeliveryList is created by you. This job

requires a file to be written to a file server. Because the job cannot access the file server, it fails to run. You intend to configure the

SQL Server Agent service so only the SQL Server Agent service has read and write access to the file server. Which account type

should you use? A.    You should use local Service accountB.    You should use network Service accountC.    You should use

domain accountD.    You should use local System account Answer: C QUESTION 45You are the administrator of a SQL Server

2008 instance with a database named DB1. On DB1, quite a few logged operations are performed. Now according to the

requirement of the company CIO, you must validate that the database can be restored to a specific point in time. Which action

should you perform to achieve this goal? A.    You should verify that the simple recovery model is used by the databaseB.    You

should verify that the full recovery model is used by the database.C.    You should verify that the checksum page verify option is

used by the databaseD.    You should verify that the bulk-logged recovery model is used by the database Answer: B QUESTION 46
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You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2008 instance. There is a SQL Server 7.0 database. You upgrade the database to the SQL

Server instance. According to the company requirement, you have to make sure that suspect pages can be detected in the database. 

Which action should you perform to achieve this goal? A.    For the database, you should turn on the TRUSTWORTHY database

optionB.    For the database, the PAGE_VERIFY database option should be set to CHECKSUMC.    For the database, the database

compatibility level option should be set to 10.D.    For the model database, the PAGE_VERIFY database option should be set to

TORN_PAGE_DETECTION. Answer: B QUESTION 47You are a database developer for your company. You are developing a

stored procedure that must accept a parameter of the xml data type and store the data in a relational table structure. You need to

write the stored procedure to fulfill the requirements. Which functionality should you use? A.    FOR XML AUTOB.    the nodes

method of the xml data typeC.    the query method of the xml data typeD.    the modify method of the xml data type Answer: B

QUESTION 48You are a database developer for your company. You are creating a stored procedure that will use a Transact-SQL

cursor to share the result set with other statements in the stored procedure. This cursor must have a fixed membership where the

order of the rows does not change. The data in the rows that are retrieved through the cursor should be updatable. These updates

should be viewable after they are made. While implementing this cursor, you need to minimize memory usage regardless of the

resulting effect on the speed of the cursor. You need to create the stored procedure to fulfill these requirements. Which option should

you use in the DECLARE CURSOR statement? A.    DYNAMICB.    FAST_FORWARDC.    KEYSETD.    STATIC Answer: C

QUESTION 49You are a database developer for your company. You are creating a parameterized stored procedure that will query

the data and return rows that include any verb tense of the verbs supplied as input to the stored procedure. The query should also

return rows that contain both plural and singular forms of nouns. The data is included in several varchar(max) and

varbinary(max)columns. You need to create the stored procedure to fulfill these requirements. Which two actions should you

perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) A.    Use the LIKE operator.B.    Use the CONTAINS

predicate.C.    Create a full-text index on the appropriate column or columns.D.    Create a nonclustered index on the appropriate

column or columns. Answer: BD QUESTION 50You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2008 instance. You configure the SQL

Server instance to use the -T1222 and -T1204 trace flags during startup. You have to make sure that your failure recovery plan

performs backup of the use of the trace flags.Which action should you perform to achieve this goal? A.    You should backup the

master databaseB.    You should backup the default.trc fileC.    You should backup the SQL Server registry hive.D.    You should

backup the resource database Answer: C  Braindump2go New Released 70-432 Dumps PDF are Now For Free Download, 233
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